I N S T R U C T I O N

M A N U A L

DIGITAL HOSE END TIMER

HOW TO INSTALL

Timer inlet:

3/4 in. female
hose thread
with screen
washer

Attach the timer inlet to
the outdoor faucet/spigot
turning clockwise - hand
tighten only. From the
timer outlet connect a
drip irrigation system or
a garden hose.

BO9D, BO9DB

3 year warranty

D SETTING - START TIMES

Timer outlet:
3/4 in. male
hose thread

Push

A SETTING - TIME & DAY

and select

Adjust hours using

Starts (start time).
or push

to adjust minutes.

You can set up to 4 start times.

CONTROL BUTTONS

To stop
manual run
or scheduled
watering

For instant
watering

Cycle through
programming modes
Lowers the value of the
flashing selection

Selects a value
to adjust
Raises the value of the
flashing selection

Set the current time

Set the current day

Push

Push

to select hours then

E MANUAL OPERATION

until the square

again to set minutes.

flashes under the day of the week.

Adjust using

Set the day of the week using

AM/PM is set by increasing or
decreasing the hour.

B SETTING - WATERING DURATION

To instantly water push
Push

Maximum operating pressure: 80 PSI • For irrigation use only

to stop or it will run for the programmed time (if set).

Default watering time is 5 minutes.

INSTALLING THE BATTERY
9V ALKALINE BATTERIES ARE RECOMMENDED
• Remove the battery cover - keep battery compartment dry - install the 9V
battery by lining up the connections.
• Place the battery inside the compartment and reinstall the battery cover.
NOTE: When battery is first connected, it takes up to 1 minute for the
battery indicator to assess the battery strength.

Push

and select

F DELAY WATERING

Duration.

Adjust hours using

or push

to adjust minutes.

C SETTING - WATERING DAY(S)
MAINTENANCE
• Remove and clean the screen washer on inlet side of the timer
every few months.
• Remove battery if timer is not used for an extended time.
• In freezing conditions, un-install the timer and bring it indoors
to prevent damage.
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Used to shut-down timer in winter or when it is raining. Set
schedules will be retained. You must turn this feature off to
resume programmed watering schedules.
Push and hold
on the display.

Days.

Push

and select

Push

until the square

Push

to deactivate Monday or

flashes under Monday.
to keep it active and

advance to Tuesday. Do this for each day you would like to water.

for 3 seconds until the symbol

appears

Push and hold
for 3 seconds and the
symbol will
disappear and the previously programmed watering schedules
will resume.

